Flying Corporation Secretary Says Air Solves Business Need

Former M.I.T. Student New With Skyways, Inc., Tells of Aviation Progress

"Speed and safety have become the magic words of aviation. Whether your airplane is the airship or the speed racer, not lacking to the sin, the remarkable statistical emphasis of the fact that, just in these years, the number of passenger miles covered..."

In other words, the airplane is presented as the end solution to the problems of transportation. The older methods of transportation, such as the train and automobile, are no longer viable due to the advancements in aviation technology.

The article highlights the increase in passenger miles covered by aviation, and the decrease in travel time. It also mentions the reduction in cost of travel, making aviation a more accessible option for business and leisure travel.

The writer, a former M.I.T. student now working for Skyways, Inc., expresses his belief in the future of aviation, stating that it is the answer to the problems of transportation.

In conclusion, the writer encourages readers to consider aviation as a viable solution to their transportation needs.